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The Nashville region is one of the fastest growing areas in Tennessee and in the United States. Davidson County is
projected to grow by 14.2% by 2035, from 659,000 residents to over 750,000 residents. As the Nashville area

continues to grow, transit must play an increasingly important role in providing an efficient and convenient
travel option. Changing demographics and changing transportation preferences in the Nashville region call for
a fresh look at how transit can serve residents, employees, and visitors.
The Nashville MTA Strategic Plan is the vision for transit in Nashville and Davidson County. The plan will determine
what the region needs to create a great transit system over the next 20 years, with a particular focus on what can be
accomplished over the next five years. The Strategic Plan will look at the transit service that exists today, identify the
opportunities to expand transit service to meet the growing needs of the region, and determine how to make it all
happen. Ultimately, the plan will provide a blueprint for transit projects and policies that will make the growing
region a better place to live and do business.
The first step of the Strategic Plan process was to assess the state of the existing transit system. This State of the
System Report provides an overview of existing transit services and an evaluation of how well these services match
transit demand in Davidson County both today and 20 years in the future. Based on those findings, this report
presents the key issues facing the Nashville MTA and serves as a starting point for the strategies and
recommendations that will inform the final Strategic Plan.
This report is comprised of four chapters and an appendix:


An overview of MTA’s current services and operating characteristics. A careful
review of the existing transit services is one piece of understanding where transit in Davidson County needs
to change and will inform the vision for improving services.



An analysis of the underlying demand for transit throughout Davidson County, at present
and in 2040. Developing an understanding of future growth patterns and changes to demographics helps to
inform where transit service is needed both today and in the future.



A comparison of the transit service, spending, ridership, and other characteristics of MTA
compared to other similar and aspirational systems. The peer review helps to illustrate how transit is
provided and performing in cities of similar size to Nashville and cities that are the size to which Nashville is
growing.



An assessment of the MTA’s existing system in light of current
performance, transit demand, and feedback from stakeholders and members of the community. The
assessment identifies key issues that the Nashville MTA Strategic Plan will need to directly address through
specific strategies based on the local operating environment and national best practices.



A one-page summary of the performance of each MTA route. These profiles identify the
strengths and weaknesses of individual routes to illustrate which are performing well and which have
opportunities for improvement.

The Nashville Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) provides transit service throughout much of the Nashville
metropolitan area. These services consist of fixed-route bus service for the general public and AccessRide paratransit
service for those with special needs.

MTA operates 46 routes that are designed to provide service to the general public. Five different types of bus service
are provided (see also Figure 1):


: At the top of MTA’s service hierarchy are “BRT Lite” routes
that provide premium service. These routes provide fast service and a
higher level of amenities than “regular” bus service. They are faster
due to the use of transit signal priority that extends the green phase of
signals to reduce delays due to red lights and because they serve fewer
stops (that are spaced approximately three quarters of a mile apart).
The routes also feature 60-foot articulated buses and premium stops
with real-time passenger information. They provide service every 15
minutes during the day.
At present, there are three BRT Lite routes:





Route 50 Charlotte BRT, which operates between the Walmart at
River Road and Music City Central largely along Charlotte Pike
Route 55 Murfreesboro Pike, which operates between the Global
Mall at the Crossings and Music City Central largely along
Murfreesboro Pike
Route 56 Gallatin Pike, which operates between the Walmart in
Rivergate and Music City Central largely along Gallatin Pike

BRT Lite service will soon be implemented in the Nolensville
corridor.



MTA’s Most Frequent routes are those with daytime
frequencies of 30 minutes or less. These routes serve most of the
city’s corridors and denser neighborhoods. Seventeen routes are
designated as Most Frequent.



Routes classified as Frequent have daytime frequencies from 30 to 90 minutes. Many
neighborhood routes fall into the Frequent category, while some corridor routes are also classified as
Frequent. Fourteen routes are designated as Frequent.



Limited routes provide, as the name implies, limited service. Most of these routes are express
routes that only operate on weekdays during peak periods, but some are local routes that only operate for
limited hours. In total, there are 22 Limited Routes, 18 of which are express routes. One of the express
routes—Route 96X Nashville/Murfreesboro Relax and Ride—is operated by MTA but is marketed as an RTA
route.



Music City Circuit routes provide free service around downtown Nashville. There are
three Music City Circuit routes (see Figure 2).

It should be noted that there are inconsistencies between how MTA classifies its services and how the public perceives
them. For example, the BRT Lite routes are the highest quality routes that MTA provides, but the “Lite” moniker
implies something less. Conversely, “Most Frequent” routes can operate as infrequently as every 30 minutes, and
“Frequent” routes can operate as infrequently as every 90 minutes. These are relative classifications that are very
different from how passengers typically view frequency.

MTA’s adult cash fares are $1.70 for BRT Lite and other local bus services and $2.25 for express services. Seniors and
people with disabilities are eligible for a discounted fare of 85¢ for local bus service, while children between the ages
of 5 and 19 are eligible for a discounted fare of $1.00. MTA also offers all-day passes, 7-day passes, 20-ride local and
express passes, and 31-day passes, which vary from $5.25 to $84.00. Seniors, people with disabilities, and youth are
all eligible for discounted passes.

For service to be attractive to a broad cross-section of an area’s residents and workers, it must be convenient in terms
of where it goes, when it operates, how frequently it operates, and how long trips take. The MTA does provide service
to most areas where demand is moderate to high, yet there are still many areas that are not served and/or where
service is “thin.” However, and probably most important for this project, service is too infrequent on most routes to be
convenient for most people. The hours that service operates is also often too limited to be considered convenient.

With the exception of a few express routes, MTA service is limited to the city limits of Nashville. Service coverage is
focused on the more developed areas, which is generally appropriate. However, as described in the market analysis,
development has grown outward faster than MTA services have.
The MTA system is also primarily a radial network where nearly all the routes operate to and from Music City Central
station in downtown Nashville. As the city has grown and developed outward, a smaller proportion of trips are being
made to and from downtown, and more are being made between outer areas. The MTA radial service design means
that passengers who are traveling between outer areas must do so through downtown, which is inconvenient. The
market analysis also assesses demand for crosstown services, which certainly exists.

MTA operates 46 routes on weekdays, 26 on Saturdays, and 23 on Sundays (see Figure 3). Of the 46 weekday routes,
32 are “full service” routes (including BRT Lite), and 22 are Limited routes. Using the 32 local weekday routes as a
primary basis for comparison, the large majority of these routes also operate on Saturdays and Sundays. This
indicates that most of the core service structure is available seven days a week.

Most riders consider service that operates every 10 minutes or less as very convenient, and service that operates every
15 minutes or less as relatively convenient. Conversely, service that operates every 30 minutes or more becomes too
infrequent for most travelers who have other ways to travel, such as driving.
The lack of frequent service is a particular issue for MTA. On weekdays, during peak hours MTA routes offer the
following service frequencies (see also Table 1 and Figure 4):





Only nine routes provide service every 15 minute minutes or less (Routes 3 West End/White Bridge, 6
Lebanon Road, 12 Nolensville Pike, 22 Bordeaux, 50 Charlotte BRT Lite, 55 Murfreesboro BRT Lite, 56
Gallatin Pike BRT Lite, and the Blue and Green Music City Circuit routes)
19 provide service every 20 to 40 minutes
18 provide even less frequent service (and usually only peak period or limited service)

During the midday:


Only seven routes provide service every 15 minutes or less (Routes 3 West End/White Bridge, 50 Charlotte
BRT Lite, 55 Murfreesboro BRT Lite, 56 Gallatin Pike BRT Lite, and the three Music City Circuit routes)



12 provide service every 20 to 30 minutes



10 operate every 35 to 60 minutes



11 routes provide only limited service or operate less than every 60 minutes

In the evening, service is very limited:


Service is provided on only 29 routes



Over 50% of those routes operate every 60 minutes or less



Only the two downtown Circuit routes provide service that is more frequent than every 30 minutes

On weekends, service levels are also very low. On Saturdays, only the Blue and Green Music City Circuit routes
(Routes 60 and 61) operate every 15 to 30 minutes, nine routes operate at frequencies of 30 and 60 minutes, and 14
routes operate every 60 minutes or greater. On Sundays, over 75% of all routes operate only every 60 minutes or less.

The span of service—meaning the hours that service operates during the day—is a second factor that strongly
influences the convenience of the transit system, and for a major urban transit system, the MTA’s spans of service are
short:


On weekdays, service starts early, with the first bus going into service at 4:40 a.m., and most routes starting
service around 5:00 a.m. (see Table 1). However, of the 33 non-express/limited routes, 15 end service before
10:00 p.m. These include the three BRT Lite routes, which are among MTA’s highest ridership routes, and
end service at 9:15 p.m. (after which time local service continues to operate until 11:15 p.m.). All service ends
at 11:15 p.m.



On Saturdays, most service starts between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m., which is reasonably early. However, as with
weekdays, service ends relatively early. Most service ends at 10:15 p.m., and only two routes operate until
11:00 p.m. (the Blue and Green Music City Circuit routes). These ending times are especially early
considering the role nighttime entertainment plays in Nashville’s economy.



On Sundays, as on Saturdays, most service begins service between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m., which is relatively
early for Sunday service. One route—Route 18 Airport/Downtown Hotels—operates until 10:40 p.m., but all
other service ends before 10:00 p.m.

Nashville MTA carries approximately 33,000 passengers per weekday, 16,000 per Saturday, and 10,000 per Sunday.
On a per route basis, two of the MTA’s BRT Lite routes—55 Murfreesboro BRT and 56 Gallatin BRT—have the highest
weekday ridership, at 3,000 and 2,300 passengers per weekday (see Figure 5).1 Other high ridership routes include
routes:


12 Nolensville Pike (2,200)



10 Charlotte (1,900)



23 Dickerson Road (1,700)



22 Bordeaux (1,600)



7 Hillsboro (1,600)

All other routes carry fewer than 1,500 passengers per weekday, and many carry fewer than 200. Most of the lower
ridership routes are Limited routes.

MTA ridership is heavily oriented around trips to and from downtown Nashville. Coupled with the MTA’s radial
service design, this means that the stops with the highest ridership are in downtown and along major arterial
corridors (see Figure 6).

1

The third BRT Lite route—50 Charlotte BRT Lite—began service in early 2015 and ridership data is not yet available.

Sourc e: Nashville P erformance Report and Database

Corridors and areas with the highest ridership include:


Gallatin Pike



Murfreesboro Pike



Nolensville Pike



Hillsboro Pike



West End Ave



Charlotte Pike



Clarksville Pike/Buchanan Street



Rosa Parks Boulevard



Dickerson Pike

High stop activity areas outside of downtown Nashville include the Walmart to the west along Charlotte Pike, the
Bellevue Center Shopping Complex to the west on Harding Pike, the Walmart on Nolensville Pike, the Walmart on
Gallatin Pike, and the Shoppes at Rivergate northeast of downtown. Crosstown ridership patterns are much less
significant, in part due to the lack of crosstown services.
In terms of productivity, and as would be expected, BRT Lite and Very Frequent routes perform best, followed by
Frequent routes (see Figure 7). Limited routes have very mixed performance. In summary:


Routes that serve major radial corridors generally are very productive. Virtually all carry over 25 passengers
per vehicle hour, and a few carry over 30 passengers per vehicle hour:





10 Charlotte
12 Nolensville Pike
25 Dickerson Road
56 Gallatin BRT Lite



Routes that serve more local markets generally carry between 10 and 25 passengers per hour. However, a
few of these routes—9 Metrocenter, 19 Herman, and 22 Bordeaux—carry more than 30 passengers per
revenue vehicle hour, and the Music City Circuit Blue route carries over 40 passengers per vehicle hour. At
the other end of the spectrum, Routes 21 University Connector and 43 Hickory Hills carry fewer than 10
passengers per vehicle hour.



Limited routes have very mixed productivity. Route 93 Music City Star West End Shuttle, which provides
connections between the Music City Star and the West End, carries the highest number of weekday
passengers per trip of any route, at 41.8 per trip. It also serves the highest number of passengers per vehicle
hour, at nearly 60. Most other Limited routes carry more than 20 passengers per vehicle hour. However,
some, such as 27 Old Hickory, 36X Madison Express, 39X Cane Ridge Express, and 96X
Nashville/Murfreesboro Relax and Ride, carry fewer than 10 passengers per hour.

MTA’s AccessRide program provides van service for persons with
disabilities who are unable to use regular fixed-route buses. Service
operates from 4:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. on weekdays, from 4:30 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. on Saturdays, and from 4:45 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on Sundays. The
standard fare for AccessRide is $3.40 per one-way trip.
The AccessRide service that MTA provides is much more expansive that
that provided by most transit systems. Most transit systems provide
paratransit services as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), which requires that complementary paratransit service be provided
within three quarters of a mile of fixed-route bus services (excluding commuter routes) during the same times that
fixed-route service operates. MTA’s AccessRide service is much more expansive, and provides service between all
locations in Davidson County, whether there is nearby fixed-route service or not. AccessRide serves approximately
385,000 passengers per year.

Sourc e: Nashville P erformance Report and Database

MTA provides a range of passenger facilities associated with its transit services. These include Music City Central,
which is the downtown Nashville hub of most bus service, other transit centers and stations, and bus stops
throughout Nashville.

Music City Central, which is located in downtown Nashville, is the hub of the MTA system (see Figure 9). It has two
levels of bus berths; a wide range of passenger facilities, including a staffed information and ticket sales area, climatecontrolled waiting rooms, and restrooms; small retail businesses; and MTA offices. It also has public parking located
above the bus levels. Nearly all MTA routes operate to and from Music City Central, and, besides serving downtown,
Music City Central is MTA’s largest transfer location, with approximately 60% of passengers transferring between
routes.

Riverfront Regional Rail Station, which is located on 1st Avenue South in downtown Nashville, is the downtown
terminal for Music City Star Commuter Rail service (see Figure 10). Six MTA routes serve the station, including Route
93 Music City Star West End Shuttle, which provides connecting service between there and West End Avenue.

The Clement Landport is located on Demonbruen Street just east of the CSX tracks in the South of Broadway area
(see Figure 11). It was originally conceived as a multimodal terminal that would be served by commuter rail and bus
service, and potentially other modes. It was designed to provide bus berths and passenger waiting facilities on the
street level, with public parking on lower levels. However, commuter rail has not been implemented on the CSX line,
and to date, there has been no use for Clement Landport as a bus-only facility. Looking forward, as MTA grows, this
site could potentially serve as a second downtown bus terminal.

MTA provides commuter parking at 23 locations, most of which is at shopping centers and churches through
partnerships with those parties (see Table 2). These lots range in capacity from 20 to 200 spaces. Based on the most
recent data available, all lots have sufficient capacity.

Sourc e: Capacity and route dat a from the 2009 MTA Strat egi c Plan and MTA website

Bus stops are a key element of the transit experience, as most riders spend time waiting at them. MTA provides high
quality stop facilities on its BRT Lite routes with shelters, real-time information, and an alert button that passengers
can use to activate a flashing light at the top of the kiosk to alert drivers that they are waiting. Elsewhere, there are
many stops with shelters in and around downtown, but as the distance from downtown increases, the number of
shelters generally decreases (see Figure 12). This is also the case with benches. Overall, there is not a strong
relationship between ridership levels and the stop facilities that are provided. However, to partially address this
situation, MTA is currently installing shelters at an additional 100 stops.

MTA encourages multimodal trips, including trips that combine the use of a bicycle and transit. All MTA buses are
equipped with bike racks, which can accommodate two bikes at a time. These racks are available on a first-come, firstserve basis. Nashville is also home to B-Cycle bike share (see boxed text). Bike share stations are located strategically
throughout the city to provide connections to transit service.

Nashville MTA has two partnership programs: one that provides free fares for Metro Nashville Public Schools
students in grades 9 through 12, and a second with local businesses and universities.

In partnership with the Mayor's Office and Metro Nashville Public Schools (MNPS), the MTA provides the StrIDe
program, which helps students get to and from school and other extracurricular activities via MTA buses. MNPS

students and MNPS charter school students enrolled in grades 9 through 12 are eligible and service is provided at no
cost to the students. This transit partnership works in tandem with regular MNPS bus transportation.
High school students’ MNPS identification cards serve as their school ID card, library card, and MTA bus pass. The
cards are programmed to work on the fare boxes on all MTA buses.

MTA’s EasyRide program partners with employers and universities to increase the number of people with access to a
transit pass. MTA works with employers to help them pay for their employees’ transit commutes to and from work
and school. Current program participants include Belmont University, the State of Tennessee, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and area hotels, such as Renaissance Hotel and Holiday Inn Select Vanderbilt.
MTA has also established a partnership with Vanderbilt University. Vanderbilt manages a “Ride to Work” program
that fully subsidizes the cost of MTA bus rides for all Vanderbilt employees and graduate, professional, and medical
students. The program was launched in 2004, and ridership rates have risen steadily since. When boarding the bus,
Vanderbilt employees swipe their Vanderbilt University ID card, and the university is then charged for the ride.

The Regional Transportation Authority of Middle Tennessee (RTA) provides transit service to the Middle Tennessee
region and administers carpool/rideshare, vanpool, and emergency ride home programs. More detailed information
about the RTA’s services will be available in the RTA Strategic Plan State of the System Report (August 2015).

The RTA provides nine regional bus routes that connect the cities of Clarksville, Franklin, Gallatin, Hendersonville,
Joliet, La Vergne, Murfreesboro, Pleasant View, Smyrna, Springfield, and Spring Hill with Nashville (see Figure 14).
All of these routes operate to and from Music City Central in downtown Nashville, where connections can be made
with MTA routes. Park-and-ride lots are also located along most of these routes.

Music City Star regional rail operates between Lebanon and downtown Nashville. The 32-mile route has six stations,
including Riverfront (downtown Nashville), Donelson, Hermitage, Mt. Joelton, Martha, and Lebanon. Service to
Nashville operates along the entirety of the corridor only during morning and afternoon peak periods on weekdays.
The MTA’s Route 93 Music City Star West End Shuttle acts as an extension of Music City Star service and provides
timed connections between Riverfront Station and the West End. The MTA’s Blue Circuit downtown circulator also
provides timed connections to the Riverfront Station from downtown and the Gulch neighborhood.

The RTA manages a ridematching database of over 3,000 people to coordinate carpools and rideshares based on
route and commute time details. Commuters are able to rotate drivers, host a carpool, or pay one driver a monthly fee
based on how many other riders use the same carpool. Rides are typically built around park-and-ride lots throughout
the region. Carpoolers are also allowed to use HOV lanes throughout Middle Tennessee. Regular carpoolers qualify
for the Emergency Ride Home program described below.

Not e: Since publication of the map, alignment changes have b een made to Route 95X in Spring Hill, and serv ice to Brent wood has been discontinued

The RTA also has a number of park-and-ride lots located throughout the region. These park-and-ride lots are free to
use and connect to buses, the Music City Star, vanpools, and carpools (Table 3).

The RTA and regional partners provide a fleet of over 110 commuter vans that hold up to 15 passengers. Riders pay a
monthly fare, and van drivers commute for free as long as they keep records of trips performed. The RTA coordinates
rides that depart from park-and-ride lots throughout the Middle Tennessee region. Vanpoolers qualify for the
Emergency Ride Home program. The vanpool program serves approximately 178,000 trips per year.

The Emergency Ride Home program is available to commuters who regularly use carpools, vanpools, Music City Star, or
express bus service in Davidson, Cheatham, Dickson, Maury, Montgomery, Robertson, Rutherford, Sumner,
Williamson, or Wilson counties. To qualify for the program, commuters must use these services at least three times a
week or 15 times a month. The service provides six taxi trips a year for people who have a sickness in their immediate
family, are asked to work late by a supervisor, or cannot make their regular rideshare due to extenuating circumstances.

A large number of factors impact the demand for transit and its actual use, and these include:


There is an extremely strong correlation between development patterns and transit
ridership. In areas with mixed-use and denser development and a good pedestrian environment, transit can
become very convenient, and thus attractive and well used. In most cases, these “external” factors outweigh
those directly controlled by the service provider.



Put simply, where larger numbers of people live and/or work in close
proximity, transit demand is higher.



Some populations use transit to a greater degree than others, and socio-economic
characteristics such as age, disability status, income, and minority status provide indications of demand
among populations that have a high propensity toward transit use.



Travel flows provide information on the places between which people travel.

These factors are primary drivers of transit demand and, as such, provide strong indications of underlying transit
demand. However, it should also be noted that other factors influence transit demand, and these include:


Nearly all transit riders are also pedestrians, and thus walking environments strongly
impact ridership. A common rule of thumb is that transit riders will walk one-quarter of a mile to access
transit. However, in comfortable pedestrian environments, many transit riders will walk longer distances,
while in uncomfortable environments, many will not walk even one-quarter of a mile.



Slow circuitous routes that take people closer to their destinations are preferred by some riders,
such as many older adults and persons with disabilities. However, circuitous routes are viewed as very
inconvenient by most others. Thus, no matter the inherent demand for transit, service must be designed
appropriately to appeal to local markets.



Most people accept that trips by transit take longer than
trips by car, and the time differences can be offset by other differences. However, when the differences are
smaller, ridership will be higher, and when the differences are larger, ridership will be lower.



The cost of using transit is almost always lower than the cost of driving. Similar to travel time
differences, when the costs of driving are higher (for example, due to high gasoline prices, tolls, and/or
parking costs) transit ridership will be higher and when they are lower, transit ridership will be lower.

This market analysis examines the primary factors described above, and subsequent development of the Strategic
Plan will address the secondary factors.

Transit demand is strongly related to development patterns and, in particular, development density. In areas with
denser development and more people and employees, transit can be provided in close proximity to many people.
Combined with a good pedestrian environment, transit can become very convenient and thus attractive and well used.
As is the case with many American cities that have developed rapidly since the 1940s, Nashville and Davidson County
have developed around the automobile, with much of the more recent development in business parks and single-use
subdivisions. As this has occurred, development has grown outward from the core, and continues to do so. In 2001,
USA Today ranked Nashville as the nation’s most sprawling metro area.2 Thirteen years later, in 2014, Smart Growth
America ranked the Nashville area as the second most sprawling in the country (after Atlanta).3 Nashville has been
2
3

“A Comprehensive Look at Sprawl in America,” USA Today, February 22, 2001.
Measuring Sprawl 2014, Smart Growth America, April 2014.

sprawling for many years, and this sprawl has made the provision of convenient and effective transit service much
more challenging.

As the MTA improves its transit service over the next 20 years, service and capital investments must be made in
support of and response to current and future land use patterns. Population and employment density, land use
diversity, design, regional destinations, and distance to quality transit are key factors that influence transit demand.
Demand management (pricing, incentives, and other information-based programs) is also considered an important
factor. Referred to as the “6Ds,” these are major factors that will influence the demand for and success of transit in
Nashville (see Figure 15).

People are more likely to choose transit when it can conveniently take them where they want to go. At present, the
MTA serves most major destinations in the core area, but development is growing outward. In addition, as described
in the Overview of Existing Services, service frequencies on many routes are low, which makes service inconvenient.
Looking forward, more frequent service will be needed to make service more convenient to major destinations, and
service will need to expand to serve emerging destinations.

Both street connectivity and block length strongly influence people’s likelihood of walking or biking to transit.
Interconnected streets in a grid pattern tend to shorten distances between transit stops and destinations.
Neighborhoods where all roads are designed to connect to arterials or collector streets allow transit customers to
reach bus stops without walking out of their way and provide more efficient routing options that can support high
frequency service (see Figure 16). In addition to being important indicators of effective distance to transit, block
length and street network connectivity are often used in transportation research to represent design quality. This is
because short blocks and well-connected streets contribute to a higher-quality pedestrian experience and pedestrian
realm, and they often occur in places where other elements of good design, such as adequate sidewalks, are also in
place.

6D Factor

Principle

Destinations

Align major destinations along reasonably direct
corridors served by frequent transit

Distance

Provide an interconnected system of pedestrian
routes so that people can conveniently access transit

Density

Concentrate higher densities close to frequent transit
stops and stations and multimodal nodes

Diversity

Provide a rich mix of pedestrian-friendly uses to
support street-level activity throughout the day and
night

Design

Design high-quality pedestrian-friendly spaces that
connect people seamlessly to transit

Demand
Management

Provide attractive alternatives to driving by managing
parking, providing incentives not to drive, and/or
providing programs to help educate people about
driving alternatives

Crow Fly Distance: 0.10 miles
Street Network Distance: 0.60 miles

Crow Fly Distance: 0.10 miles
Street Network Distance: 0.16 miles

A disconnected street network (shown at left) with long blocks and indirect streets results in long walking distances and less efficient transit
operations. A well-connected street network (shown at right) enables shorter, more direct walking connections and is easier to serve cost
effectively with transit.
Sourc e: Trans Link Transit Oriented Communities (2011)

The grid-like street pattern in most of older Nashville—for example, East Nashville—supports easy and comfortable
access to transit (see Figure 17). However, in many newer areas—for example Parkwood Estates—pedestrian
connections to streets that are suitable for attractive transit are very limited (see Figure 18).

Population and employment densities determine how many people will be able to access transit. By extension, they
also strongly influence the amount of service that will be required (see Figure 19) and, in turn, the types of riders who
will use transit. Infrequent service is inconvenient, and thus will largely serve residents and workers who, for one
reason or another, cannot drive. Frequent service, conversely, is convenient, and thus will attract many who choose to
take transit rather than use other options. Frequent service is clearly desirable, but because of the operating costs
involved, and to avoid running empty buses, transit service levels must be matched to demand.

Sourc e: C omposit e data compiled b y Nelson \Nygaard from va rious sourc es

Traditional zoning separates land uses, sets maximum densities and minimum lot sizes, and usually contains explicit
regulations such as bulk and height limits and minimum parking requirements. This type of zoning generally
encourages automobile use and discourages transit use (see Figure 20). Mixed-use development, which reverses this
approach, is becoming more popular as it creates a more interesting environment. It also encourages transit, walking,
and bicycling and focuses much less on automobiles and parking.
In the Nashville area, good examples of mixed-use development include the West End/Midtown and East Nashville.
Both of these areas have a wide variety of uses including residential, commercial and other businesses, and
institutional uses. In Midtown, the institutional uses include Vanderbilt and other universities. This type of
development creates all-day activity in walkable environments that can be well served by transit. As further described
below, the preferred future that the city has adopted as part of NashvilleNext envisions much more mixed-use
development. That change will both increase transit demand and enable the provision of much more effective transit
service.

Sourc e: Google Maps

People will not use transit if it is difficult to use or dangerous to access. Thus, safe and accessible streets are essential
to ensure that people will be able to reach transit easily and feel safe doing so. Transit stops and stations must also be
attractive and clean and include amenities like benches, trash cans, and schedule information. As MTA plans for
future investments in transit, coordination with the City of Nashville to prioritize safe bicycle and pedestrian access to
transit will be required. A framework to invest in transit station amenities at high demand stops—as along BRT Lite
routes—will also be important to build demand for transit.

Demand management measures can be used to encourage transit use and discourage automobile use. The MTA
already provides the University Pass Program to encourage more university students to ride transit. However, a
comprehensive transportation demand management program that works with employers and residents to provide
information and incentives for taking transit is needed to increase transit ridership.

In most major metropolitan areas, population, employment, and development densities are generally greatest in and
around the downtown core, and then thin with distance from the core. However, this is only partially the case in the
Nashville area (see Figure 22). Overall densities are the highest in downtown and immediately surrounding areas
such as Midtown and East Nashville. However, beyond the immediate core, population densities drop quickly and low
density residential development expands outward to and beyond Nashville’s city limits along major highways such as
I-24, I-40, I-65, Gallatin Pike, and Nolensville Pike.
Employment is clustered most heavily within the inner highway loop, including downtown and Midtown. It then thins
out quickly except for pockets of high employment in North Nashville and Berry Hills, and around Nashville
International Airport. Elsewhere, and similar to population, employment is largely focused along major highways, in
this case along I-24 and Murfreesboro Pike and Nolensville Pike to the south and I-40 to the east.

Sourc e: NashvilleNext

Over the past three years, in response to dissatisfaction with the way Nashville has been sprawling, the City of
Nashville undertook a comprehensive effort to determine how its residents, businesses, and other stakeholders desire
the city to grow in the future and the actions that will be needed to achieve those desires. This effort, NashvilleNext,
was based on extensive stakeholder outreach to develop a shared community vision and examined three different
growth strategies. The “preferred future” envisions that new development will be much more concentrated in
“centers” and along major corridors, with a much greater emphasis on mixed-use development (see Figure 23).
The changes envisioned as part of NashvilleNext’s preferred future will provide improvements in many areas, but
particularly in terms of the ability to provide much more effective and more attractive transit service. As described
above, three of the most important factors that drive both transit demand and the ability to provide transit service
that can serve large volumes of people are population and employment densities and mixed-use development. These
changes will both increase the demand for transit and enable the provision of much more effective transit service.

Sourc e: NashvilleNext

For transit to be successful, it must be frequent, fast, and easy to get to and from. More than any other factor,
population and employment density will determine whether this will be possible.


Transit needs to serve sufficiently high volumes of travelers to be cost effective, and the density of
development determines the overall size of the travel market. The reach of transit is generally limited to
within one-quarter to one-half mile of the transit line or station, and thus the size of the travel market is
directly related to the density of development in that area.



Transit service frequencies, in turn, are closely related to market size. Bigger markets support more frequent
service, while smaller markets can support only less frequent service.



To attract travelers who have other options, such as automobiles, transit must be relatively frequent—at least
every 30 minutes, and preferably every 10 to 15 minutes. Below those frequencies, transit can be expected to
serve only those who do not drive or cannot drive.

In addition, population and employment levels and densities provide an indication of the types of riders that transit
will serve. In general terms, there are two types of transit riders:


Riders with Many Choices, who have sufficient resources and the ability to operate private vehicles but
choose to use transit for some or all trips. These riders may choose transit to avoid congestion, the high cost
of long commutes, and/or high parking charges, among other reasons.



Riders with Limited Choices, who are often referred to as “transit dependent riders,” use transit services
because they don’t have an automobile available for their trip or are unable to operate a private vehicle.
Because they have less choice for travel, they rely more on transit than riders with many choices. Riders with
fewer choices are also more likely to use transit to get to appointments, shop, and visit friends and family.

Transit dependent riders often live in densely populated areas, and the combination of discretionary and transitdependent riders produces demand for even more frequent service that increases the attractiveness of transit for
discretionary riders. However, in less densely developed areas, because there are fewer people, the overall demand is
lower, and consequently service levels are lower. As a result, transit dependent riders often comprise a large majority
of riders in less developed areas.

As shown in Figure 24, if a diagonal line were drawn from the northeast of Nashville to the southwest, passing
through North Nashville, the large majority of residents lives to the east and south of that line, and far fewer live to
the north and the west. This is the case both within the city of Nashville as well as in outlying communities. Consistent
with these population patterns, MTA service is more heavily concentrated in this “half” of the service area:



Midtown/Vanderbilt, Belmont/Hillsboro Village, and Antioch have the highest total populations. Each of
these areas is served by multiple MTA routes, and service coverage is good.4



The area just west of Nashville International Airport and Green Hills just outside of I-440 also have large
populations. These areas are served by multiple routes, but service is more limited.



East Nashville and Madison also have large populations. East Nashville is well served by many MTA routes;
Madison less so.



The northwestern portion of the county has significantly fewer residents. In general, this area has very
limited or no fixed-route service.

Overall, MTA serves approximately half of Davidson County residents. The 2010 Census indicates that 49% of
Davidson County residents live within a quarter-mile of an MTA bus stop.

As described above, population and employment densities are two of the strongest indicators of both where the
demand for transit will be highest and where transit will work best. As such, with respect to population, population
densities provide an indication of the underlying population-based demand for transit in terms of the type and
frequency of service that would be most appropriate.
As shown in Table 4, there must be eight to 12 residents per acre to produce demand for hourly service, which is the
lowest level of service that is generally considered to be acceptable. As densities grow, the demands for transit grow,
particularly with respect to more frequent service. Population densities higher than 31 residents per acre produce
demand for frequent services (every 15 minutes or less) and premium services.

Source: Nelson\Nygaard compiled from various national sources

Based on population density alone, there are relatively few pockets of dense residential development that, by
themselves, can support very high levels of transit service (every 5 to 10 minutes). These include:

4



Neighborhoods adjacent to downtown, including the Gulch, Midtown/Vanderbilt, and Belmont/Hillsboro
Village (see Figure 25)



The area around Trevecca Nazarene University, southeast of downtown



Much of East Nashville, particularly along Main Street and Shelby Avenue

This section focuses on service coverage or, put more simply, whether an area is served or not. However, as described in the

Overview of Existing Services, the hours that many routes operate are short, and service frequencies are long. Thus, the fact that
service exists does not necessarily mean that it is convenient. As a result, while this section presents important information on how
service coverage relates to demand, this information must also be used in conjunction with the data presented in the Overview of
Existing Services and the analysis included in the Assessment of the Existing System.

Most other residential areas, by themselves, have underlying demand for service every 30 to 60 minutes. These are
largely neighborhoods located along major highways, such as I-24, I-40, I-65, Gallatin Pike, and Nolensville Pike. It
should be noted, however, that while individual neighborhoods may only have underlying demand for 30 to 60
minute service, much of that demand is for service to and from downtown Nashville. As a result, that demand
“accumulates” along a route, and does ultimately support the more frequent services that are provided in most major
corridors.
Beyond Briley Parkway, areas to the north, northwest, and west have very little population-based transit demand.
Correspondingly, there is also very little transit services—a single local route and two express routes.

The location and number of jobs is a second strong indicator of transit demand, as traveling to and from work often
accounts for the most frequent type of transit trip. Compared to population, employment in Nashville and Davidson
County is much more concentrated (see Figure 26) and can support higher levels of transit service.
The largest concentrations of jobs are located in downtown Nashville and west of downtown in the Gulch and
Midtown. There are also high concentrations of jobs in Berry Hill, along Hillsboro Pike at and around the Mall at
Green Hills, near the intersection of I-440 and I-65, and north of Nashville International Airport. These areas all have
underlying demand for frequent transit service. With the exception of jobs at and near the airport, all of these areas
are well served or fairly well served currently.
There are smaller, but still noteworthy, concentrations of jobs the intersection of Harding Pike and White Bridge Pike
(Nashville State Community College and the Target shopping center), along Old Hickory Boulevard in the northern
portion of Brentwood, and in northeast Franklin around I-65. Harding Pike and White Bridge Road are served by
frequent service, but the other areas are outside of MTA’s current service area.
In addition to these areas:


Buena Vista Heights, the area between Briley Parkway and the Cumberland River, and just south of John C.
Tune Airport have moderate job clusters. Buena Vista Heights and the Briley Parkway areas are each served
by one MTA route, while the John C. Tune Airport area is not served.



Many jobs are also located along some of the region’s major corridors, most of which are well or fairly well
served:


East toward Mount Juliet along I-40



East and northeast along Route 80



South along Nolensville Pike



Southeast along I-24



West along I-40



North along Gallatin Pike

As with population, there are relatively few jobs in the northern, northwestern, and west parts of the city and county,
and also very little transit service. Overall, the MTA serves a greater proportion of jobs (74%) than population (49%).

In the same manner as population densities, employment densities provide a strong indication of underlying
employment-based transit demand. As shown in Table 5, four to six jobs per acre typically produce demand for hourly
bus service. As densities grow, the demands for transit grow, particularly with respect to more frequent service.
Employment densities higher than 16 jobs per acre produce demand for frequent services (every 15 minutes or less)
and premium services.

Source: Nelson\Nygaard compiled from various national sources

In Davidson County, employment density is highest within the inner highway loop, including downtown and Midtown
(see Figure 27). It then thins out quickly except for pockets of high employment in MetroCenter/North Nashville and
Berry Hills, and around Nashville International Airport. Elsewhere, and similar to population, employment is largely
focused along major highways, in this case along I-24 and Murfreesboro Pike and Nolensville Pike to the south, and I40 to the east.
In more detail, the areas with the highest employment densities, and those with the highest underlying employmentbased demand for transit service are:


Downtown Nashville and Midtown. Downtown is the focal point of the MTA system; there is also a high
emphasis on service to Midtown.



The MetroCenter area of North Nashville just south of the Cumberland River. This area is served by Route 9
MetroCenter, which provides links to downtown.



Berry Hill, which has a number of high-density employment blocks, some of which can support service every
five minutes and the majority of which can support service every 15 minutes. Berry Hill is served somewhat
peripherally by Route 12 South, which provides service to and from Midtown and downtown via Granny
White Pike and 12th Avenue South, and by Route 1 100 Oaks that provides peak period-only service.



There are also transit-supportive employment densities along many major roadways, including Hillsboro
Pike, I-24 extending southeast from downtown, I-40 and Lebanon Pike extending east from downtown, and
Gallatin Pike extending northeast from downtown. These areas have underlying demand for service that
operates every 15 to 30 minutes. The MTA serves most of these areas, but some service is limited, especially
in the vicinity of the airport.

Similar to population density, beyond Briley Parkway, areas to the north, northwest, and west have very little
employment-based transit demand.

The previous sections present population and employment-based demand separately, but particularly in mixed-use
areas where there are both large numbers of residents and jobs, transit demand will be significantly higher than
indicated by the individual measures. When the two measures are viewed together, the number of areas with strong
underlying transit demand increases (see Figure 28):


Downtown and Midtown Nashville are by far the most transit-supportive areas in Davidson County. In these
neighborhoods, many blocks have sufficient population and employment density to support a very high level
of transit service, potentially as high as every 5 minutes during peak periods.



Several of the local corridors east and south of downtown have densities that are sufficient to support high
and moderate levels of service. Hillsboro Pike to the southwest, Nolensville Pike to the southeast, and
Lebanon Pike to the east all have strong transit markets.



There are several corridors that have residential and employment densities that, viewed simply by
themselves, have demand for only moderate levels of service. These include Gallatin Pike, Nolensville Pike,
and Charlotte Pike. However, as discussed below in the Travel Patterns sections, a large proportion of this
demand is to and from Nashville’s core areas. As such, the cumulative demand between outer areas and
downtown can support high levels of service. Furthermore, these corridors have also been designated as high
capacity transit corridors by NashvilleNext and, as discussed in the Future Demand chapter, future demand
will be much higher.

In areas north, northwest, and west of Briley Parkway, even when population and employment densities are
considered together, there is still only very low underlying demand for transit service.

Many population groups have a higher propensity for transit use than the overall population. These include:


Millennials, who in general have a significantly higher
interest in using many transportation options such as transit,
walking, and biking and a lower interest in driving. In many
cases, the availability of good transit is an important factor in
where they will live.



Seniors, who as they age often become less comfortable or
less able to operate a vehicle. Transit offers older adults the
freedom to stay in their homes as they transition away from
their vehicles and “age in place.”



Persons with Disabilities, many of whom cannot drive or
have difficulty driving.



Low Income Residents, often use transit because it is much
less expensive than owning and operating a car.



Minorities, have lower incomes and use transit because it is much less expensive than owning a car.

Another population that uses transit to a much greater extent than the general population is residents without
automobiles. In larger cities, many residents do not have an automobile by choice because transit is more attractive,
car ownership is a hassle, and there are plentiful options such as taxis, car sharing, and car rentals for the times when
a car is desired or needed. However, in urban areas such as Nashville that are oriented toward automobile travel and
where transit options are limited, persons without automobiles largely consist of those with lower incomes or people
who do not drive.
There is a large amount of overlap between these groups. For example, many elderly residents have low incomes and
also have a disability; a large proportion of individuals without access to an automobile are also low income
households; and minority populations typically use transit to a greater extent because of low incomes and not
specifically due to ethnic background. Still, the presence of each population group is an important indicator of
increased demand for public transit, and thus is presented individually.
At the present time, lower income individuals and those who do not drive comprise a large proportion of the MTA’s
ridership. This reflects both the current development patterns of Nashville and Davidson County and the design of the
system. Going forward, service to disadvantaged populations will remain important, but to fulfill a more meaningful
role in the area’s transportation system, MTA will need to develop services that are attractive to a much broader
cross-section of the county’s population.

Like all ambitious cities, Nashville desires to attract a young, talented workforce and their families, and this will be
critical to ensuring the area’s continued success. A recent survey of Millennials by Transportation for America and the
Rockefeller Foundation reported that more than half of Millennials would prefer to live in a place where they do not
have to rely on cars to get around. Two-thirds also say that access to high-quality transportation will be one of the top
three criteria in considering where they decide to live next. In Nashville, the same report indicates that 73% would
prefer to live in a place where “most people have transportation options so they do not need to rely only on cars”
versus “a place where most people rely on cars to get around,” and 64% say they expect to live in walkable places
where they don’t necessarily need a car. However, only 6% say they that where they currently live in Nashville is such
a place.
There are currently over 188,000 Millennials, defined as individuals born between 1980 and 2000, in Davidson
County; Millennials represent 30% of Davidson County’s population. Millennials live throughout the county, but with
the highest populations in areas around Nashville’s major universities—in Midtown around Vanderbilt University, in
Belmont/Hillsboro Village around Belmont University, and around Tennessee State University (see Figure 29). There
are also large populations of Millennials along Nolensville Pike, extending south from downtown, and in East
Nashville.

Baby Boomers, and those before them, increasingly desire to remain as active and independent as possible and to age
in place. One important way for them to remain independent is through the availability of transit.
In Davidson County, approximately 65,000 residents, or nearly 11% of the county’s population, are 65 or over. Older
adults live throughout the county, but in general, more live in suburban areas than in the city core (see Figure 30).
This is most evident in downtown Nashville, which has a lower proportion of older adults in relation to the area’s total
population. Elsewhere, however, the distribution of older adults generally matches the distribution of the general
population. Exceptions are clusters of older adult populations located north and northeast of Belle Meade, in
Belleview south of the Memphis-Bristol Highway, and along Gallatin Pike in Madison. Some of these clusters,
particularly those near Belle Meade, have relatively limited access to transit service.

While many people with disabilities are able to drive, many cannot. As a result, public transportation, including both
regular fixed route bus service and specialized paratransit services, are an essential resource to ensure people with
disabilities can have active and independent lives.
In Davidson County, 44,074 people, or 7% of the population, have a disability. The distribution of these individuals
generally matches the distribution of the general population (see Figure 31). It also generally matches the distribution
of older adults, since older adults are more likely to have a disability. Larger populations of individuals with a
disability are located in and adjacent to downtown Nashville, in Germantown and MetroCenter, north of downtown
Nashville along Gallatin Pike, and south of downtown between Nolensville Pike and I-24. There are also relatively
large clusters of individuals with disabilities located in Pasquo and Hermitage.
Most areas with a large number of residents with disabilities are well served by transit. However, residents with
disabilities live throughout Davidson County, including many areas where the provision of transit is not practical.

People with low incomes tend to use transit to a greater extent than higher income residents because transit provides
significant cost savings over automobile ownership and use. In 2013, 39,659 households, or more than 15% of the
county’s households, were in poverty. This rate is high, above the national average of 13.5%.
Poverty is most concentrated around downtown Nashville, particularly in the West End, Midtown, Belmont/Hillsboro
Village, and East Nashville (see Figure 32). Other concentrations of households living in poverty are in North
Nashville, southwest of Nashville International Airport in Antioch, and extending northeast from downtown along
Gallatin Pike, particularly in Madison.
Most areas with high numbers of low income households—those near downtown and Midtown—receive among the
highest levels of transit in the service area. Antioch and the Gallatin Pike corridor are also well served by existing
MTA service. Service in many other areas—such as west of Nashville International Airport, between Nolensville Pike
and I-24 south of downtown, in the southwestern portion of East Nashville, and south of the John C. June Airport—
are not as well served.

Minority populations use transit to a much greater extent than non-minority populations, largely because they tend to
have lower incomes than non-minorities. This means that there is a large amount of overlap between minority
populations and low-income households; however, the presence of high numbers of minority residents still provides a
strong additional indicator of transit demand. The provision of effective transit service to minority populations is also
particularly important to the Federal Transit Administration and is a requirement under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.
Minority populations in Davidson County are most concentrated in the Germantown/MetroCenter neighborhoods
and in East Nashville adjacent to downtown (see Figure 33). Other large clusters of minority residents are located in
Belmont/Hillsboro Village and along I-24 southwest of Nashville International Airport. Since minority residents tend
to live closer to downtown Nashville or in the southeastern portion of Davidson County, most areas with a large
number of minority residents receive among the highest levels of transit in Davidson County.

Future transit demand in Davidson County will be driven by a number of factors. The most important will be
Davidson County’s population and employment growth and the new growth patterns envisioned by NashvilleNext.

Davidson County is projected to grow by more than 20% from 2010 to 2040. As is the case with current population
distribution, if a diagonal line that passed through North Nashville were drawn from the northeast of Nashville to the
southwest, based on projections developed as part of NashvilleNext, the large majority of residents will continue to
live to the east and south of that line. Not surprisingly, downtown and Midtown will continue to have the largest
concentration of residences, but there will also be a continued outward growth of population, particularly northeast
and west of downtown (see Figure 34):


Midtown/Vanderbilt, Belmont/Hillsboro Village, and Antioch are projected to continue to have the highest
populations. Though all of these areas are served by multiple MTA routes and service coverage is good, by
2040 these areas will likely require more frequent service and longer service spans due to their significant
population increase.



East Nashville and Madison will also experience significant population growth and will continue to have
large populations. While East Nashville is well served by many MTA routes, Madison has more limited
service; both areas will likely need more frequent service according to 2040 population projections.



Despite the population growth projected to occur in most of Davidson County, the northwestern half of the
county is projected to see much less growth and continue to have significantly fewer residents.

The number of Davidson County residents located within a quarter mile of an MTA bus stop is projected to increase to
approximately 382,000, a 23% increase from 2010. At the same time, if MTA service remains the same, 50% of
Davidson County residents are projected to live within a quarter mile of a MTA bus stop, which is similar to the
present. Though the percentage of county residents served will remain similar, the 20% increase in population
conveniently served by MTA routes will require more frequent service and longer service spans in order to satisfy the
increase in demand caused by this population increase. Additionally, in order to provide convenient service to a
greater percentage of residents, MTA will likely need to expand its service to better serve the slight outward
population growth, particularly northeast and west of downtown.

With the projected population growth, and as shown in Figure 35, population densities will increase slightly in areas
with less demand for transit today. Despite these increases, there will still be relatively few pockets of dense
residential development that, by themselves, can support very high levels of transit service (every 5 to 10 minutes).
The majority of the county’s density increases will occur in area that can currently only support limited frequency
service; thus these density increases mean that more areas within the county will be able support transit service every
30 to 60 minutes.

The highest population densities will be in downtown Nashville, areas adjacent to downtown, and a few areas to the
northeast and southeast:


Belmont/Hillsboro Village



Jefferson Street/MetroCenter



Midtown



West End/Elliston Place



East Nashville



Antioch



Belleview



Madison

The MTA’s existing services will largely meet the needs of new growth in the Nashville core. However, there may be
increasing demands for more frequent service and longer spans of service.

Between 2010 and 2040, Davidson County’s employment is projected to almost double. This growth is projected to
occur along various corridors within Davidson County, with particularly high growth in the downtown core and in
midtown (see Figure 36). Other significant growth areas include:


North of downtown in the Jefferson Street/MetroCenter neighborhood



Southeast of Nashville International Airport



Along Gallatin Pike in Madison and Goodlettsville



In Brentwood near the intersection of Franklin Road and Old Hickory Boulevard

While much of this new employment will occur in areas that are currently served by transit, the frequency and span of
service will need to increase to serve employment growth in downtown and midtown Nashville and along these
corridors.
There is also a significant amount of growth projected in areas between corridors currently served by MTA, for
example between Nolensville Pike and I-65 in Berry Hill and between Murfreesboro Pike and I-24 south of Nashville
International Airport. Since the growth is projected to occur between corridors currently served by existing MTA
service rather than directly along these corridors, the addition of new routes to serve these areas will need to be
planned in order to provide service to these employment locations.
The number of jobs located within a quarter mile of an MTA bus stop is projected to increase to nearly 582,000, a
76% increase from 2010. At the same time, if MTA service remains the same, 67% of Davidson County residents
would work within a quarter mile of an MTA bus stop. Though the percentage of county jobs served will decrease
slightly from 2010, the doubling of jobs conveniently served by MTA routes will require more frequent service and
longer service spans.

The county’s projected employment growth will increase demand in areas where there is already significant
underlying demand and create new demand in additional areas (see Figure 37). The county’s highest employment
densities will be able to support more frequent service than its residential densities. Areas with high employment
density are more concentrated in downtown and along major corridors than areas with high residential densities,
which means that areas with high employment density can be more efficiently served by MTA fixed-route services.
Areas where there will be much higher or new significant demand for transit include:


Downtown Nashville



Midtown Nashville



South of Nashville International Airport, particularly along Murfreesboro Pike and I-24 extending southeast
from downtown



Berry Hill



Along Hillsboro Pike extending southwest from downtown

With the exception of portions of Antioch, most of these areas are currently served by MTA. However, many of these
areas have transit service that operates with only moderate frequency, even during morning and evening peak travel
periods.

When considering both population and employment-based future demand, it becomes clear there will be significant
underlying transit demand throughout much of Davidson County (see Figure 38). While much of this demand will be
located in or adjacent to downtown, some of this demand will emerge in areas that currently have limited service:


Downtown and midtown Nashville are projected to have combined population and employment levels that
would support very frequent service of every 5 minutes during peak periods.



A number of neighborhoods adjacent to downtown and midtown, including East Nashville, the
Germantown/MetroCenter neighborhood, and Belmont/Hillsboro Village, will also have a relatively high
transit demand.



There will be high underlying demand for transit in Antioch, with demand for frequent service near
Nashville International Airport along Murfreesboro Pike.



Demand for transit will develop and/or significantly grow in:


Areas to the east and south of midtown, including Belmont/Hillsboro Village extending southeast from
midtown along Hillsboro Pike and the Sylvan Park neighborhood



East Nashville



Along I-40 extending east from downtown

For transit to be effective, it must take people from where they are to where they want to go. In Davidson County, the
largest volumes of trips have historically been to and from downtown Nashville, and this continues to be the case
today. However, recent growth has been outward, and thus there is increasing demand for service to other places.
People also travel for many reasons, including to and from work and school and for shopping, medical, recreation,
social, and other purposes. Transit serves all types of trips, but for all transit systems, work trips are particularly
important. This is the case for a number of reasons, including public policy and because many work trips are
concentrated around times and to places that can be very effectively served by transit (for example, peak period trips
to and from downtown Nashville). Transit serves work trips throughout the day, but the highest numbers of trips are
made during morning and late afternoon peak periods. Trips for other purposes typically comprise much lower
volumes than work trips, occur between more dispersed locations, and are often more oriented toward midday and
evening.

As population and jobs have grown outward, trip patterns have become very dispersed. However, downtown
Nashville and Midtown remain the focal point of the largest volumes of trips.

As of 2010, for all types of trips, the heaviest travel flows in Davidson County are centered on downtown Nashville
and Midtown (see Figure 39). They are also generally to and from locations adjacent or close to the downtown core
rather than to and from outer areas:


The highest travel flows are between Midtown and downtown, with nearly 17,000 trips per day.



There are also large travel volumes between Germantown/MetroCenter, East Nashville, Belmont, and
Nashville International Airport and downtown.



Other areas with smaller, but still high, volumes include between Belmont/Hillsboro Village and Green Hills
and downtown.

There are also a number of non-downtown travel flows that are significant. These include:


Between neighborhoods along Gallatin Pike, the Hermitage, and Donelson and the Nashville International
Airport



Between neighborhoods along Gallatin Pike and East Nashville



In and around Gallatin, Bellevue, Lebanon, and locations along Murfreesboro Pike

The MTA provides service to all of the major travel flows to and from downtown and Midtown, either directly or via
connections to Midtown in downtown. However, as discussed previously, while service coverage exists, many routes
operate relatively infrequently and with limited days and hours of service. For trips that are not to or from downtown,
service is either not provided or is very limited.

Home-based work trips, which are a major component of transit trips, are only a relatively small portion of the travel
made by automobile but are a large proportion of trips made via transit. When only work trips are considered, and as
shown in Figure 40, the highest travel volumes are between:


Midtown and downtown



North Nashville, and particularly Germantown and MetroCenter, and downtown



Belmont, Hillsboro, and the West End and Midtown

The MTA provides service to each of these markets, either directly or via connections to Midtown in downtown, and
usually with relatively frequent service.

With continuing increases in population and employment, the amount of travel in Davidson County will increase
significantly. Changes envisioned in NashvilleNext will also better focus travel patterns in ways that will enable transit
to become more effective.

In 2040, there will be very large increases in travel volumes to and from downtown Nashville and Midtown. Total
volumes will be highest in the urban core and particularly high inside of I-440 (see Figure 41). However, they will also
be much higher from nearly all inner area neighborhoods:


The highest travel volumes will be between Midtown, Germantown/MetroCenter, and East Nashville and
downtown, with 19,000 to 25,000 trips per weekday.



Other areas with high volumes will be to and from downtown and Midtown, including neighborhoods along
Gallatin Pike, South Nashville, Nashville International Airport, Donelson, and Green Hills.

Outside of the core, the largest increases in travel volumes will be to and from Gallatin, Antioch, Bellevue, and
locations around Briley Parkway to the north.
Nearly all of the travel flows to and from downtown Nashville are currently served by transit in some fashion.
However, high travel volumes indicate that more service will be needed. Of the major non-downtown travel, most are
served with either limited or no transit.

By 2040, there will also be very large increases in the volumes of work trips. As in 2010, and in spite of continued
outward growth, nearly all of the highest volumes will continue to be to and from downtown (see Figure 42). The
number of long distance commutes will also increase significantly:


The highest work trip travel volumes will be between North Nashville, the West End, Midtown, East
Nashville, and the Gallatin Pike Corridor and downtown. These corridors will be able to support very high
levels of transit service.



There will also be a large number of trips between La Vergne, Smyrna, and downtown and Antioch.5 La
Vergne and Smyrna are currently beyond the limits of MTA service and are now served with RTA express
routes. Increasing travel volumes in these areas indicate that it may be warranted to extend MTA services to
these areas and to implement local services.



Most other major corridors to and from downtown will have moderate work trip travel volumes. Nearly all of
these corridors currently are served by the MTA, and service will need to be increased and improved as travel
volumes grow.

With the exception of the Antioch area, downtown work trip flows will remain very dispersed. Thus, while demand for
transit service will grow, this demand will remain much lower than for downtown-oriented service.

Note that the zone used for the La Vergne area is relatively large and, as a result, encompasses more trips that many
other zones. As a result, trips would be more dispersed than implied in Figure 27.
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Over the past two years, the City of Nashville has developed its “preferred future” through NashvilleNext. The project
began with a comprehensive outreach program to determine the values and desires of Nashville residents, employees,
businesses, and other stakeholders, which were then transformed into the preferred future. That future, which was
recently adopted, will better focus development, reduce sprawl, and greatly expand transit service and options. This is
the future that those who live, work, and play in Nashville desire.
Concurrently, the Nashville Region Chamber of Commerce and the Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) worked to “identify key issues that impact the region’s economic well-being and activate
community-driven solutions.”6 This effort identified better transit as one of the region’s most pressing needs.
While the Nashville MTA has worked continuously to improve and expand transit service, these improvements have
not kept pace with the region’s growth, and much better transit will be needed to deliver the future that the area
desires. This peer review compares the current state of transit in Nashville today with that in other cities to provide an
indication of the magnitude of change that will be required to develop great transit for Nashville and Davidson
County.
This peer review does this in two ways, by comparing Nashville area with:
1.
2.

Current peer cities, or cities that are similar to what Nashville is today. These comparisons provide
indications of how MTA’s service compares in its current context.
“Aspirational” peer cities, or cities that are already like what Nashville is growing to become. These
comparisons indicate how transit in Nashville will need to grow to match the growth of the city and county.

Current peer cities were selected based on a number of considerations that included the peers used in earlier efforts,
suggestions from MTA staff, and a review of systems in the National Transit Database (NTD) with similar size and
service characteristics. These included:



Peak buses



Annual passenger trips



Service area size in square miles



Service area population



Service area population density



Principal city population



Range of peers

2014 Nashville Region’s Vital Signs Report, Nashville Region Chamber of Commerce and Nashville Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization, 2014.
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On this basis, 15 cities and their urban areas were selected as current peers:


Akron, OH



Albuquerque, NM



Cincinnati, OH



Dayton, OH



El Paso, TX



Forth Worth, TX



Hartford, CT



Indianapolis, IN



Jacksonville, FL



Louisville, KY



Memphis, TN



Richmond, VA



Springfield, MA



Syracuse, NY



Tampa, FL

While none of these urban areas are identical to Nashville, they are still similar in many respects. One key difference,
however, is that the total population of Nashville MTA’s service area is in the middle of the current peer group while
its population density is near the bottom (see Table 6). Since transit demand and transit effectiveness is closely linked
to density, this means that MTA has a more challenging area to serve than most of its peers.
In terms of similarities, Nashville is most similar to:


Louisville and Akron in terms of its service area size



Albuquerque and Dayton in terms of service area population



Akron and Charlotte in terms of population density



Louisville and Memphis in terms of principal city population



Albuquerque and Syracuse in terms of peak buses



Memphis and Richmond in terms of annual transit ridership

For the aspirational peers, the Nashville Chamber of Commerce and the Nashville Area MPO recently produced the
2014 Nashville Region’s Vital Signs Report, which compared Nashville to current and aspirational peers on a wide
range of issues, including transit. For consistency with that report, this peer review uses the same aspirational peers,
which are:
Atlanta has a service area population nearly three times that of Nashville MTA and nearly 500 peak
vehicles; however, its service area size is similar to Nashville MTA. Atlanta represents the high end of what
Nashville could grow to be.
Austin’s service area size is similar to Nashville’s. However, its central city has 31% more residents, its
service area has 46% more residents, and transit ridership is 3.6 times as high.
Charlotte is another southern city that is growing rapidly and that has a central city that is similar to
Nashville with a larger service area population. It has been expanding service rapidly and carries more than twice
as many passengers as the Nashville MTA.

Denver’s RTD serves an area with similar population density as Nashville MTA, though the service area
population is much greater. RTD is in the midst of intense investment in a variety of premium transit modes
including rail and BRT, which can be illustrative for Nashville MTA as it invests in premium transit.
Kansas City’s KCATA has a service area with only about 20% more residents than Nashville MTA,
but KCATA provides 72% more annual passenger trips. Kansas City is currently constructing its first streetcar
line and its third BRT line and is working toward the development of a stronger regional system.
Similar to Nashville’s MTA, Raleigh’s CAT serves a capital city, though one that is much more densely
developed. While CAT’s service area population is roughly half that of MTA’s, it is effective in serving over 6
million annual passenger trips. MTA can look to this smaller peer agency as it considers the influence of density
on transit effectiveness.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2011 Service Area Size, Service Area Population; NTD RY 2012 Vehicles Operating at Maximum Service (Motorbus only), Annual Unlinked Passenger Trips;
US Census 2010.

Eleven different measures were examined that address transit ridership levels, the amount of transit service provided,
productivity, cost efficiency, subsidies and funding, and resource allocation:



Total Annual Transit Ridership: Total ridership on all modes, which is an indication of a combination
of the size of the transit system and the size of the area served.



Transit Ridership per Capita: The extent to which the service area population utilizes transit services on
all modes.



Vehicle Revenue Hours per Capita: The quantity of service on all transit modes provided to the people
living in the service area.



Passenger Trips per Bus Hour: Total ridership divided by the number of service hours provided,
quantifying utilization of the provided fixed route bus service.



Total Operating Cost per Bus Hour: How much it costs to provide an hour of bus service.



Total Operating Cost per Bus Passenger: How much it costs the transit agency to provide bus service
per passenger.



Bus Farebox Recovery: The share of operating costs that are covered by fare revenues for the bus mode.
The higher the fare recovery rate, the lower the net cost of service (or subsidy) required.



Net Operating Cost per Bus Passenger: How much it costs the transit agency to provide bus service to
each bus passenger, after subtracting the fare revenue. This is the cost that must be paid for each passenger
trip by other funding sources, such as local, state, and federal sources.



Operating Expenditures by Mode: How much it costs to operate the different modes offered, including
bus, rail, and demand response service. This information is useful to see the range of modes offered in each
peer system and the relative share of expenditures associated with each.



Operating Funds by Source: How much funding on a relative basis comes from fare revenues and local,
state, federal, and other sources.



Total Operating Funding per Capita: The amount of operating funding for transit operation per year
per service area resident for the transit system.

Note that some of the above measures are presented for the entire transit system while others focus specifically on
bus service. Measures that relate to the service provision and funding are for the system as a whole and, in large part,
reflect the level of importance placed on transit service. Other measures, such as costs per passenger and unit of
service, are for bus service only; as some of the peer systems provide significant amounts of rail service, the inclusion
of those services could skew overall totals. Since all of the peer systems provide bus service, the use of bus-only figures
provides a better comparison.

One of the most common measures of effectiveness for transit
systems is total ridership, and in 2012, Nashville MTA carried 9.3
million riders.


Among current peers, Nashville’s ridership ranks 12th out of
16. It is also well below the levels achieved by the top
ranking cities, with Louisville at 20.3 million passengers,
Cincinnati at 17.4, and El Paso at 16.4.



Compared to the aspirational peers, the differences are even larger. Denver, which has been expanding and
improving transit service very aggressively, carried 76.7 million passengers in 2012, even higher than
Atlanta’s 61.6 million. The only aspirational peer that had lower transit ridership was Raleigh, at 6.4 million
passengers.

Source: National Transit Database FY 2012. Systemwide Unlinked Passenger Trips

In most cases, higher total ridership in one area versus another is due
to market size. When service area sizes are considered, Nashville’s
ridership is still low compared to both its current and aspirational
peers:


Nashville area residents make 15.4 trips per capita, which
ranks 12th out of 16 and is 14% below the peer median of 17.9
trips per capita.



Among aspirational peers, ridership per capita is significantly higher in all areas, with a range of 19.9 in
Raleigh to 85.7 in Atlanta. Discounting Atlanta, which is an outlier, the aspirational peers carry 29% to 161%
more passengers than MTA.

Source: National Transit Database FY 2012. Systemwide Unlinked Passenger Trips per Service Area Population.

One major reason that transit ridership is lower in the Nashville area is
that less service is provided:


Nashville’s current peers provide between 263,300 annual
hours of service (Syracuse) and 713,200 hours (Cincinnati).
Nashville MTA provides 361,100 hours, which ranks 10th
overall, and is 9% below the peer median.



Compared to the aspirational peers, Nashville MTA provides much less service than all but Raleigh (which is
also the only aspirational peer to carry fewer total riders than Nashville). The aspirational peer that provides
the most service is Denver, with over six times as much service as Nashville; as discussed previously, Denver
has been aggressively improving its transit service. Kansas City, which provides the second lowest amount of
service among the peers, provides 60% more service than MTA.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012 Systemwide Vehicle Revenue Hours per Service Area Population.

The amount of service that transit systems provide is related to market size.
When the amount of service that the peer systems provide is considered
relative to their respective populations, Nashville MTA still lags, but to a
lesser extent.


Among the current peer group, the amount of service provided falls
in a relatively narrow range of 0.7 to 1.0 annual hours of service per resident. Nashville MTA provides 0.8
hours, which is equivalent to the current peer average and median of 0.8 hours.



However, when compared to the aspirational peers, Nashville falls to the bottom of the list. Kansas City,
which provides the least amount of service at 1.1 hours of service per resident, still provides 38% more than
Nashville. Atlanta, which provides the most service per capita, provides 138% more service; Austin, which is
second, provides 88% more.

These figures indicate that, while the amount of service that Nashville provides is average compared to its current
peers, it provides significantly less service per capita than all of its aspirational peers.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Systemwide Vehicle Revenue Hours per Service Area Population.

The number of passenger trips that are carried per bus service hour
provides a measure of productivity in terms of how well existing service
is utilized and, in many respects, how well it is designed. This measure is
also influenced by market characteristics, and as described previously,
the Nashville area has a more challenging market to serve due to sprawl.


In spite of this, compared to its current peers, Nashville MTA performs above average and above the median,
carrying 25.7 passengers per vehicle service hour.



Productivity is lower than all of the aspirational peers. However, this is to be expected because as urban
areas grow, they typically become more densely developed; with more people in close proximity to transit,
both ridership and productivity increase. This is not always the case, and the top performing current peers
have higher productivity than the many of the aspirational peers.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Bus Unlinked Passenger Trips per Bus Vehicle Revenue Hour.

Nashville MTA’s operating cost per bus service hour of $105 is slightly below the average costs of its current peers and
is at the low end of its aspirational peers:


For the current peers, the costs range from a low of $81 in El Paso to a high of $136 in Syracuse.



For the aspirational peers, the range is from $89 to $115.

These costs are heavily influenced by local labor costs, which tend to be higher in northern cities and in larger cities.
In general, the highest costs per revenue vehicle hour are in the northeastern cities, and the lower costs are in
southern and Sunbelt cities including El Paso, Albuquerque, Fort Worth, Tampa, and Raleigh. Another factor is the
use of contractors to provide service. Several of the low cost systems purchase bus service from contractors, including
Springfield, Fort Worth, Indianapolis, and Louisville.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Bus Total Operating Expenses per Bus Vehicle Revenue Hour.

Nashville MTA’s current operating cost per bus passenger is $4.09 (see
Figure 49):


Among current peers, this is better than both the peer median
and peer average, and the figure reflects that Nashville MTA’s slightly higher than average productivity
offsets its slightly higher than average operating cost per bus service hour. Consequently, MTA delivers
slightly lower costs per passengers than most of its current peers. However, it is significantly higher than
some of its peers—for example, El Paso, Louisville, and Albuquerque—with the major reason that those
systems carry both more passengers per vehicle hour and have lower cost structures.



When compared to its aspirational peers, Nashville’s costs are the second highest, after Kansas City. For the
most part, this is because larger systems carry more passengers per vehicle, to the extent that their higher
productivity more than offsets their generally higher cost structures. As the Nashville area and Nashville
MTA grows, it is likely that its operating cost per bus passenger will decline.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Bus Total Operating Expenses per Bus Unlinked Passenger Trip.

As is the case with transit systems in all developed countries, fare revenue
covers only a small proportion of operating costs. Nashville MTA covers
24% of its bus operating cost through fares.


Among its current peers, this is fourth best, and within a range of
12% (Albuquerque) to 38% (Cincinnati).



It is also very good—and third best—among aspirational peers, where farebox return ranges from 14%
(Austin) to 28% (Atlanta).

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Bus Fare Revenues Earned per Bus Total Operating Expenses.

Farebox return is related to a number of factors, which include (1) the transit system’s overall cost structure, (2)
productivity levels, and (3) fare levels. As described previously, Nashville MTA’s cost structure is slightly higher than
average, but so is its productivity. Its adult cash fare ($1.70) ranks at the median (aspirational peers) or just below it
(current peers) (see Table 7). This implies that Nashville MTA would rank similarly with respect to bus farebox return
to its rank in terms of operating cost per passenger. However, many passengers pay discounted fares (for example,
monthly pass riders, seniors, and individuals with disabilities), and Nashville MTA’s better than average performance
implies that its discount levels may be lower than many of the peer systems.

After accounting for fare revenue, Nashville MTA’s net operating cost per
bus passenger is $3.06 (see Figure 51):


This is slightly below average for its current peers.



However, it is higher than both the median and the average for
the aspirational peers. This is largely because as ridership
grows, net costs per passenger decrease.

S

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012.Net Bus Operating Expenses (Total Expenses less Fare Revenue) per Bus Unlinked Passenger Trip.

Nashville MTA spends proportionally less on general public
service (bus only or bus and rail) and more on paratransit service
than its peers. This is the case in comparison to both its current
and aspirational peers—Nashville MTA spends 31% of its
operating budget on paratransit service, while most other
agencies spend less than 20% (see Figure 52).

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Total Operating Expenses by Mode.

MTA’s high level of expenditures on paratransit is due to the fact that MTA provides more expansive service than
most other agencies. Federal law requires that transit systems provide complementary paratransit within threequarters of a mile of fixed-route service during the times those services operate. Nashville MTA, in contrast, provides
paratransit to all residents of Davidson County whether they are within three-quarters of a mile of fixed route service
or not. Paratransit service is also provided for longer hours than fixed-route services in many cases. While MTA’s
AccessRide program clearly provides important benefits to many residents, it also comes at a cost to service to the
general public. Looking forward, to better balance expenditures between general public and paratransit service, it
may be desirable to allocate future service increases more heavily toward general public transit.

Most transit systems rely heavily on local funding, either provided directly by
the communities that they serve or via local or regional sources such as sales
taxes (indicated as “Other” in Figure 53). Nashville MTA receives 50% of its
funding from local sources, primarily from the city of Nashville.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Operating Funds Applied from Local Sources per Service Area.



Compared to its current peers, MTA’s funding falls within a range of 85% for Albuquerque to 13% for
Syracuse. Current peers that do not receive “local” funding receive 49% to 69% from “Other” funding, which
is usually a local sales tax. Cities that do not receive large amounts of local or other funding—for example,
Springfield, Syracuse, and Hartford—typically receive most of their funding from the state, and the
availability of state funding usually means that relatively low amounts of local or other funding are available.



Of the aspirational peers, all receive the largest proportion of their funding from either local or other funds.
None receive a large proportion from the state.

From all sources, Nashville MTA receives $88 in operating funding per
capita per year, compared to an average of $80 among its current peers
and a median of $74 (see Figure 54). This figure is within an overall
range from $105 for Cincinnati to $62 for Indianapolis. These figures
indicate that MTA is reasonably well funded compared to its current
peers.
Compared to its aspirational peers, however, MTA ranks very low. Five of the aspirational peers receive much higher
levels of funding, ranging from a high of $416 for Atlanta to $106 for Kansas City. The aspirational peer group average
is $194 and the median is $176. Only Raleigh, which receives $82 per capita, receives less than Nashville MTA. These
figures indicate that funding for Nashville MTA will need to significantly increase if MTA is to begin providing
services more similar to the aspirational peer cities.

Source: National Transit Database RY 2012. Operating Funds per Service Area Population.

As stated in the recent 2014 Nashville Region’s Vital Signs Report,7
“If we don’t do something about transportation, we’re all in trouble. Our ability to move around in the
region is deteriorating and will continue to do so unless we take action. A history of sprawling development has
made commuting to work vulnerable to traffic congestion and rising fuel prices, and a lack of dedicated funding
to expand and modernize our regional transit system threatens the future prosperity of the region as a whole.
Declining mobility doesn’t just inconvenience us; it is a barrier to economic development and has a significant
impact on our quality of life.”
This peer review confirms that transit investment in the Nashville area is lower than in most current peer cities.
Consequently, transit ridership is also lower. Even more importantly, Nashville is growing rapidly and is becoming a
larger city that will have significantly greater transit needs. In comparison to cities that are already like what Nashville
is growing to become, transit investment lags even more significantly.

Compared to its current peers, the performance of Nashville MTA service is slightly below average (see Table 8).
Among the 16 transit systems in the current peer areas, Nashville MTA ranks:


12th in terms of total transit ridership



11th in terms of transit ridership per capita



10th in terms of the total amount of service provided



9th in terms of the amount of service provided per capita

Its productivity and cost efficiency, however, ranks very close to average among the current peers:


7th in terms of passengers per bus service hour



11th in terms of total operating cost per bus service hour



7th in terms of operating cost per passenger



4th in terms of farebox recovery ratio



9th in terms of net operating cost per passenger

One area where Nashville MTA is an outlier from its current peers is its balance between general public and
paratransit service, where it spends 69% of its operating budget on general public service and 31% on paratransit
service. This compares to an average split of 79%/21% for the peer group as a whole.
Finally, the amount of local and regional funding that Nashville MTA receives is close to average, and among the
current peer group, Nashville MTA ranks:
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8th in terms of the proportion of total operating funding



6th in terms of local and regional funding per capita

Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce and Nashville Area MPO, 2014.

Compared to the aspirational peers, Nashville MTA falls behind in most respects. This indicates that as part of the
process of the Nashville area’s growth, transit service will need to be expanded significantly. Compared to the six
aspirational peers in terms of ridership and the amount of service provided, Nashville MTA ranks:


6th in terms of total ridership, with only Raleigh carrying fewer total riders, and with total ridership only 33%
of the peer median



7th in terms of ridership per capita, and at only 41% of the peer median



6th in term of the total amount of service provided (again, ahead of only Raleigh), and at 40% of the peer
median



7th in terms of the amount of service provided per capita, and at 57% of the peer median

In terms of passengers per bus service hour, Nashville MTA ranks 7th, but still close to the peer median (at 87% of the
median). Nashville MTA’s cost effectiveness compares favorably, however:


3rd in terms of total operating cost per bus service hour, and 5% better than the peer median



5th in terms of operating cost per passenger, and 19% higher than the peer median



3rd in terms of farebox recovery ratio, and 19% better than the peer median



5th in terms of net operating cost per passenger, and 19% higher than the peer median

As is the case compared to its current peers, Nashville MTA also spends proportionally less than its aspirational peers
on general public transit service and more on paratransit service, with a split of 69%/31% versus the aspirational peer
median of 89%/11%.
Finally, the amount of local and regional funding that Nashville MTA receives is significantly less than for the
aspirational peers:


7th in terms of the proportion of total operating funding, and 28% below the peer median



6th in terms of local and regional funding per capita (once again, above only Raleigh), and 50% below the
peer median

As described in the Overview of Existing Services, there are a number of issues with MTA’s existing services:


Nashville has grown from a
small city to a medium-sized city. The area’s population and employment, and associated travel levels, have
grown much faster than MTA services.



Nashville and the region will
continue to grow rapidly—much more rapidly that MTA will be able to expand service based on current
funding streams.



In many respects, the MTA
provides small city services for a city that has grown much larger. This can be seen in the number of routes
that are provided, and particularly in terms of services that operate infrequently, evening service that ends
early, and limited weekend service.



Projected demographic changes will mean
that transit demand will increase faster than population growth. Demand for transit is growing rapidly
among many groups—among people who already live in the Nashville area as well as among those that are
moving here. Key groups who desire better transit options include Baby Boomers, Millennials, and
minorities.



Because service coverage, service frequencies, and the hours
and days of service are limited, transit is not convenient for residents and employees who have other
options. In other words, a broad cross-section of the region’s population does not find transit attractive
enough to use when they have a choice about how to travel.

These issues mean that the Nashville MTA needs to both catch up with the growth that has already occurred and
continue to grow much faster to keep pace with future growth.

Since 1965, the Nashville region has grown from approximately 750,000 residents to over 1.7 million (see Figure 55).
Today, the Nashville area is approximately the same size as the Austin and Charlotte areas. However, the MTA
provides only 34% to 46% of the service provided by its counterparts in those two cities.8
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In terms of vehicle hours of service.

Sourc e: Nashville Area MPO

Looking forward, rapid growth will continue, and by 2035, the region is projected to have 2.6 million residents. This
growth will mean that Nashville will become larger than either Portland or Denver are today and nearly as large as
Seattle is today. These are all cities that have developed very robust transit systems over the past few decades—transit
systems that have made those cities much more livable and competitive.

Changing demographics are also driving demand for more and better transit, in particular by three key groups:


Baby Boomers, who prefer to age in place and desire to drive less and use transit more.



Millennials, who have a very strong desire to use the most convenient travel option for different types of trips
rather than driving everywhere. In particular, Millennials want to use transit and other options more and to
drive less.



Minorities, including immigrants, who traditionally use transit to a much greater extent than others.

Because demand is also increasing from within existing populations, demand has been growing and will continue to
grow faster than underlying population growth.

Baby Boomers are quickly becoming seniors. Many want to age in place, and most are remaining active for much
longer. However, as with older adults before them, they have a greater desire and need to use transit than middleaged residents. Between 2010 and 2040, the number of households headed by persons 65 or older will increase by
480% (see Figure 56).

+163%

+480%

Sourc e: NashvilleNext

Throughout the United States, Millennials are driving demand for better transit. To date, Nashville has been very
successful in attracting Millennials; between 2010 and 2040, the number of households headed by Millennials is
projected to grow by over 160%. However, there are also signs that better transit will be needed to ensure that this
population stays in Nashville.
A recent survey conducted on behalf of The Rockefeller Foundation and Transportation for America9 reported that
nearly two-thirds of Millennials nationwide view access to high quality transportation as one of the top three criteria
when deciding where to live next. Key takeaways from the survey were:


54% of Millennial respondents would consider moving if another city had more and better transit options



47% of Millennials would give up their cars if their city had robust public transportation



Cities that don’t invest in effective transit solutions today stand to lose out in the long-run

The survey included respondents in Nashville, and among Nashville’s Millennials:

9



73% would prefer to live in a place where “most people have transportation options so they do not need to
rely only on cars” versus “a place where most people rely on cars to get around”



64% say they expect to live in walkable places where they don’t necessarily need a car, but only 6% say they
currently live in such a place

Rockefeller Millennials Survey, April 2014

Minority residents use transit to a greater extent than non-minority residents. One major reason for this is that
minority residents, on average, have lower incomes, and transit provides a much more affordable travel option. Also,
many minority residents are new immigrants and come from places where transit is much more commonly used.
Nashville’s population has become more diverse since at least the 1980s when 76% of the population was white (see
Figure 57). By 2010, the percentage of white residents had declined to 59%. Between 2010 and 2040, the Hispanic
population is projected to grow to 34%, and Hispanics will be the largest population group.

Sourc e: NashvilleNext

As described above, Nashville MTA provides much less service than its counterparts in Austin and Charlotte. Even
when looking at 14 smaller cities—Albuquerque, Cincinnati, Dayton, El Paso, Fort Worth, Hartford, Indianapolis,
Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis, Richmond, Springfield, MA, Syracuse, and Tampa—the amount of service that
Nashville MTA provides is limited (see Figure 58). Compared to these cities, Nashville MTA ranks:


10th in the amount of hours of service provided



11th in ridership per capita

Compared to six larger cities that are more comparable to how Nashville has already grown and is growing now—
Atlanta, Austin, Charlotte, Denver, Kansas City, and Raleigh—the differences are even larger (see Figure 59). MTA
ranks:


Second to last in the amount of hours of service provided



Lowest in ridership per capita

Service coverage, in terms of where routes operate, is generally comprehensive. However, a very large proportion of
service operates for short hours and infrequently.

With the exception of a few express routes, MTA service is limited to the city limits of Nashville. Service coverage is
focused on the more developed areas, which is generally appropriate. The “preferred future” identified in
NashvilleNext envisions that new development will be much more concentrated in “centers” and along major
corridors, with a much greater emphasis on mixed-use development. This concentration of development will make it
easier to serve more residents with transit.

Looking forward to 2040, and with expected changes to development patterns as a result of NashvilleNext, most new
growth in Davidson County will occur within MTA’s existing service area (see Figures 60 and 61). This indicates that
higher service levels will be needed on existing routes, and that there will be demand for different types of High
Capacity Transit in many corridors, including:


Charlotte Pike



Clarksville Pike/MetroCenter area



Dickerson Pike



Gallatin Pike



Lebanon Pike



Airport corridor



Murfreesboro Pike



Nolensville Pike



21st Avenue/Hillsboro Pike



Broadway/West End Avenue

In addition, as the city has grown outward, a smaller proportion of trips are being made to and from downtown, and
more trips are being made between outer areas. Through 2040, downtown Nashville will continue to be the focal
point of the greatest number of trips, but trips between other areas will become more important.
At present, the MTA system is primarily a radial network where nearly all the routes operate to and from Music City
Central in downtown Nashville. The MTA radial service design means that passengers who are traveling between
outer areas must do so through downtown, which is inconvenient. To become more convenient, the MTA will need to
develop more “cross-town” services.
NashvilleNext envisions a robust High Capacity Network that includes a large number of radial High Capacity Transit
lines as well as a large number of cross-town or circumferential lines (see Figure 9). A comparison of projected travel
patterns with the NashvilleNext conceptual plan indicates that some of those lines would likely go beyond areas of
projected demand. Nonetheless, it is clear that more non-downtown-oriented services will be needed.

The MTA operates 46 routes on weekdays, 29 on Saturdays, and 23 on Sundays (see Figure 62).10 Of the 46 weekday
routes, 33 are “Most Frequent” or “Frequent” routes (including BRT Lite) that provide all-day service; 11 are Limited
routes, that, as the name indicates, provide only limited service; and three are Music City Circuit Routes that circulate
through the downtown core.
The full service routes, through their all day nature, are designed to serve a wide range of trip types, and most operate
seven days a week. However, the limited service routes, which comprise the largest number of routes, and provide
most of the service to outer areas, are generally designed to serve commute trips and only operate during peak
periods. As a result, they do not serve most trips types on any days. Thus, in terms of all day service that passengers
can utilize for non-work trips, the MTA provides service on only 32 routes on weekdays, 28 on Saturdays, and 23 on
Sundays.

As indicated above, the MTA classifies its routes in the following ways:

10



Most Frequent, meaning that they operate on weekdays at least every 30 minutes



Frequent, meaning that they operate every 30 to 90 minutes

Includes Music City Circuit routes and RTA regional routes.



Limited, meaning that they only provide limited service (usually oriented toward commuters)

Using these classifications, 21 routes are Most Frequent, 14 are Frequent, 21 are Limited, and three are Music City
Circuit routes.
Most riders consider service that operates every 10 minutes or less as very convenient and service that operates every
15 minutes or less as relatively convenient. Conversely, service that operates every 30 minutes or more becomes too
infrequent for most travelers who have other ways to travel, such as driving. In terms of these more common
definitions of frequency, on weekdays during the day (through the end of the PM peak) the following service is
available (see Table 9):





Only 3 routes provide service every 15 minutes or better throughout the day on weekdays
16 routes provide service every 16 to 30 minutes
11 routes provide service every 31 to 60 minutes
23 routes provide only limited service (the Limited routes and one Frequent route that operates only every
90 minutes)

On weekday evenings and on weekends, service is much less frequent. During these times only two Music City Circuit
routes operate every 15 minutes, and only three Most Frequent routes operate every 30 minutes. All other routes
operate less frequently; most operate every 60 minutes or worse.
The lack of frequent service is one of the major issues facing MTA. In spite of the official route classifications,
relatively little service operates frequently enough for most potential riders to consider service to be convenient.

Data Source: Nashville Area M PO

Sourc e: NashvilleNext

The span of service—meaning the hours that service operates during the day—is a second factor that strongly
influences the convenience of the transit system. For a major urban transit system, the MTA’s spans of service are
short:


On weekdays, service starts early, with the first bus going into service at 4:40 a.m. and most routes
beginning service around 5:00 a.m. However, of the 35 non-express/limited routes, 15 end service before
10:00 p.m. These include the three BRT Lite routes, which are MTA’s highest ridership routes, which end
service at 9:15 p.m. (after which time local service continues to operate until 11:15 p.m.). All service ends by
11:15 p.m.



On Saturdays, most service starts between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m., which is reasonably early. However, as with
weekdays, service ends relatively early. Most service ends by 10:15 p.m., and only two routes operate until
11:00 p.m. (the Blue and Green Music City Circuit routes). These ending times are especially early
considering the role nighttime entertainment plays in Nashville’s economy.



On Sundays, as on Saturdays, most service begins between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m., which is relatively early for
Sunday service. One route—Route 18 Airport/Downtown Hotels—operates until 10:40 p.m., but all other
service ends before 10:00 p.m.

Throughout the country, there has been an increased emphasis on the development of new types of higher quality
transit services. These include commuter rail, rapid transit, light rail, Bus Rapid Transit, Rapid Bus/BRT Lite,
streetcar, and more. As indicated by the development of the Music City Star and BRT Lite services and efforts to
develop the AMP, the MTA has already started to develop premium services. However, with those exceptions, the
majority of the MTA’s most important bus routes continue to provide regular local service.

To develop a great transit system, the MTA and the region will need to significantly expand efforts to develop high
quality services. The development of a High Capacity Transit Network of BRT, BRT Lite, and other high quality
services—as has been done in other cities—would make it convenient to travel throughout Davidson County. While
the specific types of high quality services that could be included in this network have not yet been determined, a High
Capacity Transit Network consisting of premium services will be a key element in developing more compelling transit
service.

Since its inception, Nashville MTA has expanded and improved its services as resources have allowed. In recent years,
those improvements have included Music City Central, the Music City Circuit routes, and BRT Lite service. However,
MTA’s resources have not grown nearly as fast as Davidson County or the demand for better transit. As a result,
Nashville is a medium-sized city that is growing to become a large city, with a transit system designed to serve a small
city.
Due to demographic and attitudinal changes, the demand for better transit is growing faster than just population or
employment. Baby Boomers who are growing older want to drive less and take transit more, and Millennials who will
determine Nashville’s future want many more travel choices, particularly better transit. Minorities who traditionally
use transit in very high numbers will comprise most of the county’s population by 2040.
Long-time residents and businesses also desire better and more transit in increasing numbers. The 2014 Nashville
Vital Signs Report, which was produced by the Nashville Chamber of Commerce and the Nashville Area MPO,
concluded that, “The ability of our residents to move around the region in their cars is quickly deteriorating and will
continue to do so unless we provide better transit options.” The stakeholder outreach process conducted for
NashvilleNext showed that improving transit was the second highest priority for Nashville’s residents, and the
“preferred future” includes a much stronger transit system. In sum, the demand for better transit is being driven by
growth itself and by long-time residents and businesses who understand that Nashville will need a much stronger
transit system to sustain that growth and to prosper.
To achieve this, significant transit investments will be needed—both to address the issues described above and to
develop a more robust system that will be attractive to a much broader cross-section of Davidson County’s residents,
workers, and visitors.

To determine how well existing service performs and serves demands identified in the Market Analysis, this appendix
presents an evaluation of the effectiveness of all Nashville MTA fixed-route services.
For each route, there is a summary of how well it serves its intended markets, how well it works within the overall
system, and what changes could be made to improve route performance and responsiveness to community needs. The
profile includes the route’s operating characteristics, how it compares to other Nashville MTA routes, and identifies
opportunities for possible redesign, elimination, or enhancement.
The route profiles are based on a number of factors, including service characteristics, ridership volumes and patterns,
productivity, and service issues. Most importantly, each route evaluation concludes with service improvement
opportunities that will provide much of the basis for the development of alternative service scenarios. The following
are included in the route profiles:


A description of the route, the service type, and major markets served



A description of the route’s alignment and service patterns



A description of other routes that also serve the same areas



Ridership characteristics



Productivity and performance characteristics



An overall assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the route
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